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Why AEG?

With our award winning Germanic design and build quality, AEG understand that the kitchen is increasingly becoming the heart of the home. Your kitchen appliances are essential tools that will be used for many years every day and so it is worth choosing a brand that will deliver you exceptional results in performance as well as looking stunning with its seamless design: hence perfect alignment in stainless steel and black glass is offered across the whole range.

OVENS
Our beautiful ovens feature an impressive XXL capacity. This means that we can offer you 5 shelves of completely even cooking and thanks to our ThermiC® hot air system, you can cook savoury and sweet at the same time with no transfer of flavour. For that all important Christmas feast, we tried and tested our ovens and you can comfortably cook a meal for 12 with all the trimmings!

Our impressive oven range offers you the latest options in innovation including our new SousVide oven, multifunction steam and pyrolytic ovens.

HOBs
AEG offer you stunning designs across all our hobs, with designer gas hobs, sleek ceramic and stunning induction hobs. Have you ever considered induction, the fastest growing hob technology, offering the ultimate in controllability and energy efficiency?

Induction is so easy to keep clean, plus we also offer you exciting cooking solutions with bridging functions, which facilitate sophisticated cooking with grill plates or fish kettles.

Fridges and Freezers
The ProFresh technology in our fridges ensures that your seasonal produce is kept in optimum condition for longer. Our extra tall built-in fridge freezers offer you maximum storage space meaning fewer trips to the shops.

Laundry
Whether in your kitchen or your utility room, our AEG laundry range offers you robust, well-built machines designed to treat your garments with the utmost care, with special programmes that offer the gentlest cleaning for your softest cashmeres and silk scarves.

Dishwashers
The unsung heroes of many kitchens, our AEG dishwashers offer you a greater internal capacity (10 litres more than the average) with outstanding cleaning performance thanks to our extra satellite spray arm, giving you sparkling results. For open plan living, our dishwashers have also been awarded the Quietmark award.
To achieve outstanding results, you don’t just need a passion for perfection, but highly advanced technology too. Discover for yourself how our hob and oven ranges open up all kinds of taste possibilities.

**COOKING**

### THERMIC® HOT AIR
Our exclusive ThermiC® hot air cooking technology ensures precise heat circulation and exact temperature control. The result is perfect cooking in every corner. On any shelf. In any position.

### BOTTOM HEAT
Oven is heated by the bottom element only. Foods are gently reheated, ideal for pies and pastries as it keeps the pastry crisp. This function is also ideal for plate warming.

### TOP HEAT
Oven is heated by top element only. Ideal for the shepherd’s pie, or lasagne that just requires gentle browning.

### MAXI TRAY
The largest fitted oven tray available. In real terms, that means 20% more cookies from a single bake. Naturally each one will be perfectly golden and crunchy.

### EXTRA LARGE CAPACITY
Our large XXL MaxiKlasse™ oven has more usable space which allows you to cook on all 5 levels simultaneously, which means you can bake 150 cookies at the same time.

### CORE TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Measures the precise cooking temperature inside the food, for perfect results every time.

### CATALYTIC TECHNOLOGY
Catalytic coatings to the top and sides of the oven absorb the grease from cooking and with regular heating to up to 500°C the grease residue is burned away.

### ANTI FINGERPRINT STAINLESS STEEL
Eliminates unsightly fingerprints from the appliance, for an effortless clean look.

### GRILL
Fully controllable powerful grill, ideal for family sized portions of food.

### FAST HEAT UP
No waiting for your oven to reach full heat, eliminating the need for preheating, great for those quick convenience meals.

### HALOGEN LAMPS
Halogen lamps provide optimum visibility of the cooking process inside, illuminating your dishes as they cook. This makes it easier to quickly check on how your dish is coming along.

### MAXIKLASSE™
The MaxiKlasse™ oven combines advanced features to ensure you can cook each dish evenly, and achieve the perfect colour and crust.

### FULL TASTE
Bake, steam and combine with precision to gently preserve foods natural flavours and juices.
Taking our steam oven technology to the next level

AEG is proud to introduce its new ProCombi SousVide oven, bringing professional cooking expertise to your home. The AEG sous vide method brings the precisely controlled and gentle steam bathing technique to your food with our highly intuitive multifunction steam oven; the result for you is unrivaled melt-in-the-mouth taste sensations. The marriage of our ProCombi SousVide oven with our specially designed built-in vacuum sealer drawer delivers the ultimate steam cooking system to revolutionise the way you cook.
SousVide in just four steps. Innovation every time.

Food cooked using the vacuum-sealed, lower temperature SousVide technique is tastier and healthier. You can cook nutrients under vacuum, then applying gentle steam heat to cook delicious dishes.

Vacuum Sealer
The AEG Vacuum Sealer is built-in to a drawer just below the oven, offering you a perfectly integrated SousVide cooking system.

Step 01
Clean, chop and season.

Step 02
Seal all the flavours in the vacuum bag using the AEG Vacuum Sealer.

Step 03
Place in the oven and select the SousVide function.

Step 04
Plate and Present
Ultimate explosion of taste is served.
The heart of every kitchen is the oven, where heat works its magic, turning raw ingredients into a wonderful meal.

As you challenge yourself and hone your cooking skills your oven must be infinitely adaptable, capable of exceedingly delicate adjustment, yet also be amazingly durable.

The starting point for our design brief is the use of very high grade materials. You won’t always see them, but you’ll know they’re there in the feeling of strength and balance, and the quiet, unruffled way an AEG oven does its work, year after year. It’s that high quality frame that enables our ovens to introduce outstanding technical features.

Visually, our built-in range of ovens from our Neue Kollektion have a sophisticated control panel within vertical lines, held by flowing horizontal lines: like an ‘H’ on its side. Whilst the interface is information-rich and extremely powerful in what it enables the user to do, its design is pure and simple: so using it never feels complicated. For example, the number of different materials is kept to a minimal two: glass and steel. The displays are red when lit, as on all appliances in the Neue Kollektion – so that there is just one key ‘accent’ colour throughout the kitchen.

**BS9354801M**

ProCombi plus sousvide oven.

**VS92903M**

Fully integrated sousvide vacuum sealer.

- Control the temperature and humidity on SousVide setting accurate to 1°C.
- The unique Humidity Sensor controls steam level in the cavity to ensure food is perfectly cooked everytime.
- ExSight® touch screen controls intuitively lets you navigate to any function or recipe you need.
- 100 Assisted Cooking Recipes takes the guesswork out of cooking.
- Multifunction oven lets you cook foods as you wish, together with steam options enabling you to create food that is golden brown on the outside and deliciously succulent on the inside.
- To help you reach perfection the core temperature sensor measures the precise cooking temperature deep inside the food.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
594 x 594 x 567

- Vacuum sealer drawer allows you to achieve professional standard sous vide cooking.
- 100% vacuum packed food ensures heat and flavour transfer is at its highest.
- Vacuum cooked food keeps all the flavour juices and nutrients inside with only 5% weight loss in cooking process.
- Easily pre-prepare professional standard meals in advance.
- Sous vide cooking uses vacuum packed food and then gently steams at a very low temperature resulting in outstanding food texture every time.
- Flavours, spices and marinades are transferred instantly with vacuum packed food.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
291 x 594 x 567

E&OE
FREESTANDING COOKERS

49669GO-MN
90cm Freestanding gas / electric cooker.

This cooker professionally combines a gas hob with 6 burners, which gives you instant temperature control, with all the benefits of a 10 multifunctional electric oven.

Isofront® plus triple glazed door with cooling air technology. Multi-layered glass panes, with heat reflective coating to keep the heat in the oven.

The twin Hot Air Fan System ensures hot air circulates evenly throughout the oven cavity, for a cooking process that is faster, and more energy efficient.

The hob’s cast-iron pan supports have a modern, professional look. Elegant yet highly functional, they perfectly support all sizes and shapes of pans.

Control your oven with just the lightest touch using these advanced Touch Controls. Feedback can instantly be seen on the external control panel’s clear display.

This oven's Catalytic cleaning system uses cutting-edge technology to deliver efficient results. Its catalytic lining absorbs grease and oxidises it during regular heating up to 500°C. All that is left behind is a fine ash, which can be swept out of your perfectly clean oven.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
910 x 900 x 600

E&OE

37699MO-MN
90cm Freestanding gas / electric cooker.

This cooker professionally combines a gas hob with 5 burners, which gives you instant temperature control, with all the benefits of a 9 multifunctional electric oven.

Isofront® plus triple glazed door with cooling air technology. Multi-layered glass panes, with heat reflective coating to keep the heat in the oven.

The Hot Air Fan System ensures hot air circulates evenly throughout the oven cavity, for a cooking process that is faster, and more energy efficient.

The hob’s cast-iron pan supports have a modern, professional look. Elegant yet highly functional, they perfectly support all sizes and shapes of pans.

Oven turn spit cooking to help you to achieve authentic spit roasts.

This cooker features a large drawer, which offers a perfect solution to hide all your kitchen utensils whilst keeping them at hand for when you need them.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
900 x 900 x 600

E&OE

BS931470WM
60cm 72L Eye-level steam oven.

The addition of steam to your oven cooking will help you to consistently achieve great results, dishes that are golden and crisp on the outside and juicy and succulent on the inside.

The NaviSight™ interface with full text display gives you maximum control over your oven. It provides accurate information, enables precise control of all oven functions, and gives easy access to an extensive library with 100 pre-programmed recipes.

To make the most of your oven the MaxiTray™ provided allows you to cook 20% more cookies.

Isofront® plus quadruple glazed door. Multi-layered glass panes, with heat reflective coating to keep the heat in the oven.

The professional anti-fingerprint stainless-steel finish of the door and handles aligns perfectly with any high-performance design kitchen.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
594 x 594 x 567

E&OE

BE7900061M
90x60cm Multifunctional eye-level oven.

90cm wide, 121 litre capacity eye level 10 Multi-function oven.

Catalytic coatings to the top and sides of the oven absorb the grease from cooking and with regular heating up to 500°C the grease residue is burned away.

Isofront® plus triple glazed door with cooling air technology. Multi-layered glass panes, with heat reflective coating to keep the heat in the oven.

Non-tipping shelf runners for ease of use and convenient cooking.

Control your oven with just the lightest touch using these advanced Touch Controls. Feedback can instantly be seen on the external control panel’s clear display.

The professional anti-fingerprint stainless-steel finish of the door and handles aligns perfectly with any high-performance design kitchen.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
597 x 895 x 540

E&OE

BUILT-IN MULTIFUNCTION OVENS

10 Multifunction
49669Go-MN
90cm freestanding gas / electric cooker.

910 x 900 x 600

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm

E&OE

37699Mo-MN
90cm freestanding gas / electric cooker.

900 x 900 x 600

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm

E&OE

BS931470WM
60cm 72L Eye-level steam oven.

594 x 594 x 567

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm

E&OE

BE7900061M
90x60cm Multifunctional eye-level oven.

597 x 895 x 540

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm

E&OE

AEG
Double Oven Isofront® plus
double glazed
doors
Catalytic oven
cleaning
technology
Fan with Ring
element
Larger Capacity Conventional
cooking

DC4013001M
60x90cm multifunction double oven.

• Cook multiple dishes simultaneously with a 5 function static oven and 8 multifunction oven.
• Thanks to the Isofront® Plus door with heat-reflective coating, the heat is kept inside the oven and the outside of the oven is kept at a lower temperature, reaching a maximum of 30°C higher than standard room temperature.
• Catalytic coatings to the top and sides of the oven absorb the grease from cooking and with regular heating up to 500°C the grease residue is burned away.
• The Hot Air Fan System ensures hot air circulates evenly throughout the oven cavity, for a cooking process that is faster, and more energy efficient.
• With a larger capacity and more shelf positions, this oven gives better sliding access to the ideal cooking level.
• Heat from the top and bottom elements provide traditional cooking with zones heat. Ideal for baking bread and cakes, as the oven becomes hotter at the top.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
888 x 594 x 548

E&OE

BE4003001M
60cm Multifunction eye-level oven.

• 8 Cooking functions including fan assisted cooking with heated ring element.
• Isofront® plus triple glazed door with cooking air technology. Multi-layered glass panes, with heat reflective coating to keep the heat in the oven.
• This light function defrost circulates room temperature air around the food slowly, defrosting it hygienically in less than 1/2 the time!
• Our new exclusive Thermic® Hot Air cooking technology ensures precise heat circulation and temperature control.
• The enlarged door and oven floodlight allows you to precisely monitor the cooking process ensuring you cook each dish evenly, with the perfect colour and a crust with the perfect texture.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
594 x 594 x 567

E&OE

BE2003021M
60cm Multifunction eye-level oven.

• 5 Cooking functions including fan assisted cooking with heated ring element.
• Isofront® plus quadruple glazed door. Multi-layered glass panes, with heat reflective coating to keep the heat in the oven.
• To make the most of your oven the MaxiTray™ provided allows you to cook 20% more cookies.
• Our new exclusive Thermic® Hot Air cooking technology ensures precise heat circulation and temperature control.
• The professional anti-fingerprint stainless-steel finish of the door and handles aligns perfectly with any high-performance design kitchen.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
589 x 594 x 568

E&OE

KD92903E
60cm Built-in warming drawer for 12 place settings.

• The warming drawer is ideal for quickly defrosting even the most delicate dishes. Perfect for when you’ve forgotten to take something out of the freezer!
• This warming drawer not only keeps plates and dishes warm, it’s also the ideal place for leaving bread dough to rise. The results are just as good as the baker’s.
• The high-performance fan inside the warming drawer circulates the heat evenly, keeping your food and plates at a constant temperature throughout the drawer.
• Because this warming drawer can be fully extended, it provides safe, direct access to your food. Dishes and plates remain stable, thanks to the anti-slip mat.
• The professional anti-fingerprint stainless-steel finish of the door and handles aligns perfectly with any high-performance design kitchen.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
295 x 594 x 535

E&OE
Built-In Microwaves

Our high-end Neue Kollektion microwave ovens provide a versatile range of cooking solutions in your kitchen. Flexibility is the key. You can microwave, grill, defrost and re-heat. And all this functionality can be used in any combination you desire.

The perfect partner for your oven, combine a microwave with your traditional oven for the definitive answer to your cooking needs. In addition to conventional cooking methods, you can gently heat liquids without using precious hob space, as well as speed up the cooking process by pre-cooking dishes or defrosting meat and fish.

Perfect results with automatic programming, whether you're defrosting, cooking or grilling your food, our new microwave ovens can be depended upon time after time. They're automatically programmed to deal with a range of different dishes and foods at the touch of a button. Simply select the food type, weight and the microwave does the rest.

The quick start control feature, enables you to cook for 30 seconds at full power at the touch of a single button, ideal for common tasks such as warming up drinks. Can be pressed up to 5 times continuously for convenience. All our microwaves are fully built-in so no additional building in kits are required. Selected models can be built under counter and all models can be built in column, offering flexibility to fit into your kitchen.

---

**MCD2664E-M**

26L Anti-fingerprint stainless steel microwave and grill.

**MCC4061E-M**

40L Multifunctional stainless steel convection microwave oven.

---

**Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm**

MCD2664E-M: 459 x 594 x 417

MCC4061E-M: 462 x 592 x 517

---

E&OE
Induction Hobs

Induction technology is the fastest, safest and most energy-efficient way to cook on a hob, heating the pan directly with no pre-heating required. MaxiSense® induction hobs look stunning too, with their sleek, smooth designs – perfect for the most beautiful kitchens.

Nothing is faster, MaxiSense® induction is simply the quickest way to cook, capable of bringing a pan to the boil faster than a comparable gas or conventional electric hob.

Precision power, heat can be adjusted and controlled precisely with extreme sensitivity. It can be very powerful indeed, or just gentle enough to melt chocolate directly in the pan.

Extra safe, all AEG induction hobs feature automatic pan recognition. By sensing a pan’s shape and size, it ensures only the base is heated, leaving the surrounding area always safe to touch.

Simple to clean, spills and splashes can be easily wiped away with a damp cloth, no need for scrubbing or soaking as food will never get burnt on with induction.

HK854400FB
80cm Built-in maxisense induction hob.

HK604200IB
60cm Built-in induction hob.

- The MaxiSense® induction hob has self-sizing cooking zones. That means each zone detects the sizes and shapes of the pans you’re using and sends immediate heat to fit their bases exactly.
- With induction technology, no pre-heating is necessary to reach the desired temperature, so power is converted into heat as efficiently as possible.
- Our intelligent induction technology heats pans and the food in them, but nothing else. The surface round the pans stays cool. So if you accidentally touch the hob near the pans while you’re cooking, your fingers are safe.
- Our induction hob have sensitive touch controls that take you from cool to hot – and back – immediately, letting you make precise changes to make your dish perfectly delicious.
- Intense & fast heat up.
- This safety feature visually indicates when residual heat is left on the hob surface.
- If a cooking zone is left on, the power automatically cuts out after a set period of time.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
50 x 780 x 520

E&OE

- With induction technology, no pre-heating is necessary to reach the desired temperature, so power is converted into heat as efficiently as possible.
- Our intelligent induction technology heats pans and the food in them, but nothing else. The surface round the pans stays cool.
- So if you accidentally touch the hob near the pans while you’re cooking, your fingers are safe.
- Our induction hob have sensitive touch controls that take you from cool to hot – and back – immediately, letting you make precise changes to make your dish perfectly delicious.
- Intense & fast heat up.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
60 x 590 x 520

E&OE
Gas Hobs

To create a design statement with your hob, our Neue Kollektion features a range of elegant, gas on glass hobs and a premium quality range of ultraflat stainless steel gas hobs.

Gas on Glass Design, the ultimate design statement. Stylish cast iron pan supports combined with the sleek black glass and the versatility and precision of gas cooking.

Semi-flush Perfect Integration, our semi-flush gas on glass hobs appear to be integrated into the worktop, giving your kitchen perfect harmony.

OptiFit® Premium Frame, the new OptiFit® frame provides a premium stainless steel frame that allows easy installation as well as protection of the glass surface.

HG995440XB
90cm Built-in 5 burner gas on glass hob.

- Gas on Glass hob with 5 burners.
- The gas hob is lit automatically when the control knob is pushed and turned, in a single-handed operation.
- If the flame accidentally goes out or if a burner is left on for a very long time, the gas is shut off from the source, ensuring perfect safety.
- The hob’s cast-iron pan supports have a modern, professional look. Elegant yet highly functional, they perfectly support all sizes and shapes of pans.
- The triple crown burner incorporates three individual rings of flame into one powerful burner to deliver maximum heat. That makes this hob perfect for wok cooking.
- The LED illuminates at one light level to indicate the burner is in use only.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
53 x 896 x 516

E&OE

HG795440XB
70cm Built-in 5 burner gas on glass hob.

- Gas on Glass hob with 5 burners.
- The gas hob is lit automatically when the control knob is pushed and turned, in a single-handed operation.
- If the flame accidentally goes out or if a burner is left on for a very long time, the gas is shut off from the source, ensuring perfect safety.
- The hob’s cast-iron pan supports have a modern, professional look. Elegant yet highly functional, they perfectly support all sizes and shapes of pans.
- The triple crown burner incorporates three individual rings of flame into one powerful burner to deliver maximum heat. That makes this hob perfect for wok cooking.
- Easy & quick installation. Perfectly fix your hob. Pre-mounted fixing springs.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
50 x 696 x 516

E&OE
HG694340XB
60cm Built-in 4 burner gas on glass hob.

- Gas on Glass hob with 4 burners.
- Easy & quick installation. Perfectly fix your hob, Pre-mounted fixing springs.
- The gas hob is lit automatically when the control knob is pushed and turned, in a single-handed operation.
- If the flame accidentally goes out or if a burner is left on for a very long time, the gas is shut off from the source, ensuring perfect safety.
- The hob’s cast-iron pan supports have a modern, professional look. Elegant yet highly functional, they perfectly support all sizes and shapes of pans.
- The triple crown burner incorporates three individual rings of flame into one powerful burner to deliver maximum heat. That makes this hob perfect for wok cooking.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
40 x 576 x 516

E&OE

C9053G-M
Premium 90cm built-in 5 burner gas hob.

- Stainless steel gas hob with 5 burners.
- The gas hob is lit automatically when the control knob is pushed and turned, in a single-handed operation.
- If the flame accidentally goes out or if a burner is left on for a very long time, the gas is shut off from the source, ensuring perfect safety.
- For those who value efficient organization and top performance, this gas hob with side work burner provides the perfect cooking configuration for all your pans.
- The hob’s cast-iron pan supports have a modern, professional look. Elegant yet highly functional, they perfectly support all sizes and shapes of pans.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
40 x 900 x 510

E&OE

C6043G-M
Premium 60cm built-in 4 burner gas hob.

- Stainless Steel gas Hob with 4 burners.
- The gas hob is lit automatically when the control knob is pushed and turned, in a single-handed operation.
- If the flame accidentally goes out or if a burner is left on for a very long time, the gas is shut off from the source, ensuring perfect safety.
- The triple crown burner incorporates three individual rings of flame into one powerful burner to deliver maximum heat. That makes this hob perfect for wok cooking.
- The hob’s cast-iron pan supports have a modern, professional look. Elegant yet highly functional, they perfectly support all sizes and shapes of pans.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
40 x 600 x 510

E&OE
Ceramic Hobs

Ceramic hobs have a heat element under toughened glass. When switched on, the element heats up and the zone glows red. Our ceramic hobs have flexible zones for a variety of cooking needs.

Beautifully sleek in your kitchen, our ceramic hobs are made from a single sheet of black glass, and give you a stream-lined look in your kitchen.

Simple to clean, spills and splashes can be easily wiped away with a damp cloth, no need for scrubbing or soaking.

Touch control, the touch controls are simple to operate and are highly responsive, putting you in total control of your cooking.

HG956440SM
90cm Built-in 6 burner gas hob with LED indicators.

HG654320NM
60cm Built-in 4 burner gas hob with cast iron pan supports.

• Stainless steel gas hob with 6 burners.
• The gas hob is lit automatically when the control knob is pushed and turned, in a single-handed operation.
• If the flame accidentally goes out or if a burner is left on for a very long time, the gas is shut off from the source, ensuring perfect safety.
• The triple crown burner incorporates three individual rings of flame into one powerful burner to deliver maximum heat. That makes this hob perfect for wok cooking.
• The hob’s cast-iron pan supports have a modern, professional look. Elegant yet highly functional, they perfectly support all sizes and shapes of pans.
• Combining the best of gas speed with the latest light technology, this hob uses LED lights to allow you to precisely monitor which burner is activated, in case this is obstructed by your cookware.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
80 x 894 x 510

E&OE

Ceramic hobs have a heat element under toughened glass. When switched on, the element heats up and the zone glows red. Our ceramic hobs have flexible zones for a variety of cooking needs.

Beautifully sleek in your kitchen, our ceramic hobs are made from a single sheet of black glass, and give you a stream-lined look in your kitchen.

Simple to clean, spills and splashes can be easily wiped away with a damp cloth, no need for scrubbing or soaking.

Touch control, the touch controls are simple to operate and are highly responsive, putting you in total control of your cooking.

HG956440SM
90cm Built-in 6 burner gas hob with LED indicators.

HG654320NM
60cm Built-in 4 burner gas hob with cast iron pan supports.

• Stainless steel gas hob with 6 burners.
• The gas hob is lit automatically when the control knob is pushed and turned, in a single-handed operation.
• If the flame accidentally goes out or if a burner is left on for a very long time, the gas is shut off from the source, ensuring perfect safety.
• The triple crown burner incorporates three individual rings of flame into one powerful burner to deliver maximum heat. That makes this hob perfect for wok cooking.
• The hob’s cast-iron pan supports have a modern, professional look. Elegant yet highly functional, they perfectly support all sizes and shapes of pans.
• Combining the best of gas speed with the latest light technology, this hob uses LED lights to allow you to precisely monitor which burner is activated, in case this is obstructed by your cookware.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
80 x 894 x 510

E&OE
CERAMIC HOBS

HK955070FB
60cm Built-in ceramic slide control hob with 5 cooking zones.

HK764070FB
70cm Built-in ceramic slide control hob with 4 cooking zones.

HK654070FB
60cm Built-in ceramic slide control hob with 4 cooking zones.

HK624010XB
60cm Built-in ceramic slide control hob with 4 cooking zones.

• Stay in control with this 60cm ceramic electric hob with 5 cooking zones, made from a single sheet of toughened black glass.
• The new ‘Direktouch’ controls allow you direct access to your desired cooking level or simply slide along the scale.
• If a cooking zone is left on, the power automatically cuts out after a set period of time.
• For each heat zone on the hob, the OptiHeat Control tracks the level of residual heat, so you can make the most of your remaining heat and optimize your energy usage.
• The child safety lock ensures that the hob settings cannot be accidentally changed, so you can use the hob safely when your children are around.
• If a cooking zone is left on, the power automatically cuts out after a set period of time.
• You can do more with this hob! Thanks to the extendable cooking zone, you can prepare dishes using a wider variety of pots and pans.
• To enable you to closely monitor the progress of each dish, the hobs CountUp Timer starts at zero and keeps counting until you stop or reset it.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
50 x 910 x 520

HK624010XB
60cm Built-in ceramic slide control hob with 4 cooking zones.

E&OE
COOLING

In today’s hectic world, who has time to go shopping for fresh food every day? But you can still eat fresh every day thanks to our ProFresh Plus range with TwinTech™ technology, to ensure your food remains fresher for longer – so your dishes look and taste better, every time.

MAXILOAD
Store more fresh and frozen food in our appliances due to MaxiLoad technology. We use advanced compressor and insulation technology to maximise internal storage space.

PROFRESH
Food stays fresher for longer with our ProFresh technology, ensuring that the fridge temperature is cold, stable and with the correct level of humidity.

COOLMATIC
Quickly chill large amounts of fresh food, such as the weekly shop, at the optimum storage temperature.

FROSTMATIC
Frostmatic - ideal for freezing fresh food quickly, preserving flavour, nutritional value and colour.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Our high performance models keep food fresher for longer with the smallest possible amount of energy, with models available in A+ energy rating.

LCD
Advanced LCD display with touch controls allows you to set features and temperatures precisely.

DYNAMIC AIR TECHNOLOGY
Keeps the temperature even throughout the whole refrigerator, which guarantees the safest storage for all your fresh food items.

TEMPERATURE ALARM
If the temperature rises too high a visible and audible alarm alerts you.

FROST FREE
Never defrost your freezer again. Frost free freezers also offer efficient and effective freezing with quicker, more even freezing for better food preservation.

TWINTECH
Two separate cooling systems for ideal hydration.
Cooling

Whether you’re buying a fridge for the first time or upgrading your existing fridge-freezer, AEG has the perfect appliance for your home.

Keep food as fresh and as nutritious as the day you bought it. Great tasting meals start with fresh, nutritious ingredients. Our range of fridge-freezers are designed with the latest cooling technology to keep food fresher for longer. This not only ensures that your food is full of flavour for that mid-week meal, but also means that you waste less food as it can be kept for longer.

All about space, cooking with fresh ingredients requires optimal storage space. We design cooling appliances that maximise the internal storage capacity thus enabling more food to be stored. Our salad drawers can hold up to 128 apples, and our fridge can hold enough food for 2 weeks worth of evening meals. This means that with busy lifestyles you can store more fresh ingredients and spend less time shopping.

S75210CMX0
540L French door fridge with digital control.

- Store more food and see what you’ve got at a glance. Open the French doors of our extra-large fridge for a panoramic view of all the fresh ingredients inside.
- The best ice-free technology available – you can be sure of a high-performing freezer that never requires defrosting.
- Control your fridge temperature with just the lightest touch using these advanced Touch Controls. Feedback can instantly be seen on the external control panel’s clear display.
- Keep your food fresher for longer with the two humidity controlled drawers.
- The professional anti-fingerprint stainless-steel finish of the door and handles aligns perfectly with any high-performance design kitchen.
- Automatically makes ice that is dispensed into the freezer drawer.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
1775 x 911 x 729

S75090XNX
502L Side by side fridge with plumbed water and ice maker and built-in home bar.

- Access your beverages easily without having to open the fridge door, reducing cold air loss.
- This dispenser uses professional technology for an efficient operation. Select either water or ice via the control panel, and push the lever to dispense your choice.
- This dedicated bottle rack provides safe and secure storage for your bottles, without taking up too much space.
- Control your fridge temperature with just the lightest touch using these advanced Touch Controls. Feedback can instantly be seen on the external control panel’s clear display.
- The best ice-free technology available – you can be sure of a high-performing freezer that never requires defrosting.
- Preserve your food with greater energy efficiency - using this A+ class fridge-freezer.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
1788 x 895 x 745

*All capacities are net capacities indicated in litres
*Estimated availability November 2016
E&OE
S75190XNX
504L Side by side fridge with plumbed water and ice maker.

- This dispenser uses professional technology for an efficient operation. Select either water or ice via the control panel, and push the lever to dispense your choice.
- This dedicated bottle rack provides safe and secure storage for your bottles, without taking up too much space.
- The best ice-free technology available – you can be sure of a high-performing freezer that never requires defrosting.
- Control your fridge temperature with just the lightest touch using these advanced Touch Controls. Feedback can instantly be seen on the external control panel’s clear display.
- Premium Stainless Steel looking finish on doors and handles.
- Preserve your food with greater energy efficiency - using this A+ class fridge-freezer.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
1788 x 895 x 745

*S75190XNX
504L Side by side fridge with plumbed water and ice maker.

S65280XNX
525L Side by side fridge with water dispenser.

- Easy access to cold water without opening the fridge.
- This dedicated bottle rack provides safe and secure storage for your bottles, without taking up too much space.
- Twist either of the three dials clockwise to dispense ice cubes into the ice cube bin, which pulls out for easy access.
- The best ice-free technology available – you can be sure of a high-performing freezer that never requires defrosting.
- Control your fridge temperature with just the lightest touch using these advanced Touch Controls. Feedback can instantly be seen on the external control panel’s clear display.
- Preserve your food with greater energy efficiency - using this A+ class fridge-freezer.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
1788 x 895 x 745

*S65280XNX
525L Side by side fridge with water dispenser.

S55300XNS
527L Side by side fridge with digital control.

- This dedicated bottle rack provides safe and secure storage for your bottles, without taking up too much space.
- Twist either of the three dials clockwise to dispense ice cubes into the ice cube bin, which pulls out for easy access.
- The best ice-free technology available – you can be sure of a high-performing freezer that never requires defrosting.
- Control your fridge temperature with just the lightest touch using these advanced Touch Controls. Feedback can instantly be seen on the external control panel’s clear display.
- Premium Stainless Steel looking finish on doors and handles.
- Preserve your food with greater energy efficiency - using this A+ class fridge-freezer.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
1788 x 895 x 745

*S55300XNS
527L Side by side fridge with digital control.
**A62710GNX1**
229L Full upright stainless steel freezer.

**S74010KDX0**
395L Full upright stainless steel fridge.

**S63810CNX0**
295L Total frost free combi bottom freezer with water dispenser and digital control.

**SS3620CTX2**
318L Stainless steel combi bottom freezer with digital control.

- The best ice-free technology available – you can be sure of a high-performing freezer that never requires defrosting.
- Control your fridge temperature with just the lightest touch using these advanced Touch Controls. Feedback can instantly be seen on the external control panel’s clear display.
- This drawer is specially designed to provide storage space for the largest items in your freezer, so you can organise your space easily and effectively.
- The professional anti-fingerprint stainless-steel finish of the door and handles aligns perfectly with any high-performance design kitchen.
- Preserve your food with greater energy efficiency - using this A+ class freezer.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
1850 x 595 x 668

- The best ice-free technology available – you can be sure of a high-performing freezer that never requires defrosting.
- This dedicated bottle rack provides safe and secure storage for your bottles, without taking up too much space.
- Control your fridge temperature with just the lightest touch using these advanced Touch Controls. Feedback can instantly be seen on the external control panel’s clear display.
- Keeps the temperature even throughout the whole refrigerator, ensuring your food stays fresher for longer.
- The professional anti-fingerprint stainless-steel finish of the door and handles aligns perfectly with any high-performance design kitchen.
- Preserve your food with greater energy efficiency - Energy class A++ is 21% more energy efficient than A+.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
1850 x 595 x 668

- This technology maintains the ideal climate and humidity in the fridge for optimal fresh-food preservation, while ensuring you have perfectly ice-free storage in the freezer.
- The best ice-free technology available – you can be sure of a high-performing freezer that never requires defrosting.
- This drawer is specially designed to provide storage space for the largest items in your freezer, so you can organise your space easily and effectively.
- Keeps the temperature even throughout the whole refrigerator, ensuring your food stays fresher for longer.
- Premium Stainless Steel looking finish on doors and handles.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
1880 x 595 x 630

- Easy access to cold water without opening the fridge.
- Control your fridge temperature with just the lightest touch using these advanced Touch Controls. Feedback can instantly be seen on the external control panel’s clear display.
- Premium Stainless Steel looking finish on doors and handles.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
1845 x 595 x 647

---

*All capacities are net capacities indicated in litres
E&OE

*Estimated availability November 2016
E&OE
**COMBI BOTTOM FREEZER**

**SS3420CNX2**

318L stainless steel Combi Bottom Freezer.

- This drawer is specially designed to provide storage space for the largest items in your freezer, so you can organise your space easily and effectively.
- This dedicated bottle rack provides safe and secure storage for your bottles, without taking up too much space.
- The Frostmatic function is ideal when putting fresh food in the freezer. The push button control freezes the food faster preserving the flavour, nutritional value and colour of food.
- The professional anti-fingerprint stainless-steel finish of the door and handles aligns perfectly with any high-performance design kitchen.
- The best ice-free technology available – you can be sure of a high-performing freezer that never requires defrosting.
- Preserve your food with greater energy efficiency - Energy class A++ is 21% more energy efficient than A+.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
1845 x 595 x 647

*All capacities are net capacities indicated in litres
E&OE

**SPECIALITY COOLING**

**S72100WSB1**

180L Freestanding 59* bottle wine cooler with dual temperature zones.

- This wine cabinet has two separately controlled sections providing the perfect temperatures for both serving and storing wine in one single appliance.
- Interchangeable door hinging gives flexibility to have a left or right side opening door.
- With the direct temperature control in this wine cellar, each glass of wine you serve will be at exactly the right temperature. You can set the temperature from 5 to 20 degrees.
- With this wine cabinet, you can store all your bottles in the best position – horizontally. Adjustable wooden shelves enable you to find the best arrangement.
- This refrigerator limits harmful vibrations from the compressor that can damage your wine, ensuring that your bottles are stored in the very best condition.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
1237 x 550 x 538

*May vary depending on size of bottles inserted
*All capacities are net capacities indicated in litres
*Estimated availability November 2016
E&OE

**A83400HLW0**

327L Low frost A++ energy efficient chest freezer.

- With LowFrost technology, this chest freezer generates 80% less frost. This guarantees top freezing performances and you will only have to defrost it once every five years.
- Preserve your food with greater energy efficiency using this A++ class freezer. Energy class A++ is 21% more energy efficient than class A+, comparing the classes.
- Thanks to this chest freezer’s strong shell and steel base, you can leave it in even damp and cold locations and be sure it will preserve your food perfectly.
- Convert your chest freezer to use solar energy.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
876 x 1611 x 665

*All capacities are net capacities indicated in litres
E&OE

*Estimated availability November 2016
E&OE
When reaching for that extra pan or large serving dish, a serious cook should never have to worry about whether the dishwasher will get it clean. That’s why ProClean™ capacity of up to 15 settings, with superior cleaning right to every corner, along with the best care for your most delicate glassware.
Why make do with a few basic pots and pans when there are so many wonderful possibilities for your batterie de cuisine? Our ProClean™ dishwashers are designed to take it all in their stride. They have a larger tub with an extra 10 litres of space, so it’s easier to find a place for even those strangely shaped odds and ends. Plus an innovative satellite spray arm, which whirs around reaching the nooks and crannies other dishwashers might miss, for impeccable cleaning whatever the load.

Efficiency You may have just a few dishes to clean, or a party’s worth. Most of our models have A+, A++ or above ratings for energy and efficiency, and they all give uncompromising performance, whatever the load. No fuss, no waste.

Automatic programme, it’s almost inevitable that each dishwasher load features a different combination of dishes and pans, which require a different intensity of cleaning. ProClean™ has an automatic programme that adjusts the temperature and the programme length depending on the soil level of your load, giving you the very best results for the minimum energy consumption.
FREESTANDING DISHCARE

F56302M0
Stainless steel 13 place setting advanced programmable dishwasher.

• With dedicated holders and a tray designed for flexibility, the racks and baskets in this dishwasher can be flexibly adjusted to make space for up to 13 place settings.
• With its AutoOff function, this dishwasher uses absolutely no energy in between cycles. It’s a breakthrough in energy consumption.
• Provides more flexibility as bigger items can be loaded in the lower basket by raising the upper basket on one side, even if the basket is loaded.
• With its Delay Start function, you can load it when you want to and program the start time according to your schedule. You can delay the start by up to 24 hours.
• Optimises the cleaning results of all-in-one detergents by ensuring that all the elements of the detergent are used in the correct phase of the cycle for perfect results.
• Enjoy less noise when your dishwasher is in operation. At 47dBA it runs as quiet as a conversation at home.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
850 x 600 x 625

F56302W0
White 13 place setting advanced programmable dishwasher.

• With dedicated holders and a tray designed for flexibility, the racks and baskets in this dishwasher can be flexibly adjusted to make space for up to 13 place settings.
• With its AutoOff function, this dishwasher uses absolutely no energy in between cycles. It’s a breakthrough in energy consumption.
• Provides more flexibility as bigger items can be loaded in the lower basket by raising the upper basket on one side, even if the basket is loaded.
• With its Delay Start function, you can load it when you want to and program the start time according to your schedule. You can delay the start by up to 24 hours.
• Optimises the cleaning results of all-in-one detergents by ensuring that all the elements of the detergent are used in the correct phase of the cycle for perfect results.
• Chose the best cleaning options with 6 different programmes including; 30 Min 60° Quickwash and Intensive Care 70° Wash.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
850 x 600 x 625

E&OE
With our new washers, you can look after even your most delicate items with complete confidence. Designed to give your fabrics the gentlest care – so they always look their best and last longer – the new AEG range means you never have to worry about what you wash. You’ll get perfect results every time, using up to half the energy of other machines.

**DELAYED START FUNCTION**
With its Delay Start function, you can load it when you want to and program the start time according to your schedule. You can delay the start by up to 24 hours.

**COOL TOUCH DOOR**
Ensure that even on the hottest cycle your machine door stays cool to the touch.

**12 FULL WASH PROGRAMMES**
Adjust the settings to cater to every fabric from cotton to silk and easily select from the 12 full wash programmes.

**OVER-FOAMING FUNCTION**
In the event of over-foaming, your machine will automatically add an additional cycle to reduce excess foam.

**DIGITAL DISPLAY**
Monitor the progress of your washing cycle through the Digital LED display.

**SPIN SPEED**
Enjoy better results from a faster, more efficient spin cycle.

**MYCYCLE**
Personalise your wash cycle based on your washing needs.
Laundry

With our new washing machines you can look after even your most delicate items with complete confidence. Designed to give your fabrics the gentlest care – so they always look their best and last longer – the new AEG range means you never have to worry about what you wash. You’ll get perfect results every time, using up to half the energy of other machines.

L34483S
8kg Silver front load washing machine.

• 8kg loading capacity
• With its Delay Start function, you can load it when you want to and program the start time according to your schedule. You can delay the start by up to 24 hours.
• Ensure that even on the hottest cycle your machine door stays cool to the touch.
• Adjust the settings to cater to every fabric from cotton to silk and easily select from the 12 full wash programmes.
• In the event of over-foaming, your machine will automatically add an additional cycle to reduce excess foam.
• Monitor the progress of your washing cycle through the Digital LED display.
• Enjoy better results from a faster, more efficient spin cycle.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
850 x 595 x 495

L34273S
7kg Silver front load washing machine.

• 7kg loading capacity
• With its Delay Start function, you can load it when you want to and program the start time according to your schedule. You can delay the start by up to 24 hours.
• Ensure that even on the hottest cycle your machine door stays cool to the touch.
• Adjust the settings to cater to every fabric from cotton to silk and easily select from the 12 full wash programmes.
• In the event of over-foaming, your machine will automatically add an additional cycle to reduce excess foam.
• Monitor the progress of your washing cycle through the Digital LED display.
• Enjoy better results from a faster, more efficient spin cycle.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
850 x 595 x 515

E&OE E&OE
• 7kg loading capacity
• With its Delay Start function, you can load it when you want to and program the start time according to your schedule. You can delay the start by up to 24 hours.
• Personalise your wash cycle based on your washing needs.
• Adjust the settings to cater to every fabric from cotton to silk and easily select from the 12 full wash programmes.
• In the event of over-foaming, your machine will automatically add an additional cycle to reduce excess foam.
• Monitor the progress of your washing cycle through the Digital LED display.
• Enjoy better results from a faster, more efficient spin cycle.

Dimensions (HxWxD) in mm
850 x 595 x 515

---

Notes
Here you can view the full range of AEG appliances, compare models, download product manuals and download our detailed brochures and specifications. If you want to know more about your new appliance or have a product issue, you can contact our Customer Services or use our online troubleshooter.
TASTEOMETRY
TAKE TASTE FURTHER.